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IN A PICKLE '57' DIE    by J. S. Nelson. 
The Tomkins Catalogue gives the Identity of the die '57' to  

be Heinz, just as our lists have done for many years.  It seemed too  
obvious to be questioned but I always had a nagging doubt about it and  
mentioned this to Rosemary Smith at the London meeting in November '88. 

Rosemary confirmed that it was indeed a wrong identity and  
afterwards sent me details of a postcard in her collection bearing a  
½d green Jubilee perforated 57 and postmarked 21st. February 1901.  
The user was STERN BROTHERS, Oil Refiners and Grease Manufacturers, of  
57  Gracechurch Street, London EC (and at Glasgow). 

So much for the uninspired guess of someone in the past,  
which must now mean the amendment of carefully prepared write-ups in  
one or two collections. 

--------------------------------------- 
CAMBRIAN' RAILWAYS?   by J. S. Nelson.. 

Under the heading Cambrian Railways in the Society's  
railway catalogue there appears as Die 2 the perfin C R, height 4mm,  
holes 8,11.  This die was said in 1976 to be known on only two  
copies of QV ½d line engraved, plate 20, used on two goods notices f 
rom Machynlleth to Llwyngwern Quarry in 1880. 

Several years ago, when in mid-Wales, I visited a tourist  
attraction called the Corris Railway and brought away a booklet  
which included a map of the old line.  I came across the booklet  
recently and there, on the map, spotted the name Llwyngwern Quarry  
about mid-way between Machynlleth and Corris. 

Perhaps it was easier to get a smaller die on these  
½d stamps but among several CAM/RYS dies, C R does look a bit  
uncomfortable.  I wonder if in fact C R is the die of the Corris  
Railway which was a Co. quite independent of Cambrian at that  
time.  Any views from the railway perfin specialists? 

--------------------------------------- 
 
A MEMBERS' QUERY. 

Reg Powell has a QV ½d orange with TS/MC  7,10/15,8  5mm.  
Address only:- 17 Chiswell St., London B.C.  Anyone a name from a  
Trade Directory for late 1890's? 




